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16 Activists in Action
From amending the U.S. Constitution to getting a traffic light on a busy corner, activists shape our nation. Meet some of the people on the frontlines of MS activism—and find out how to join in.
BY MARTHA JABLOW

29 Isolation
Whether you have invisible MS or use a wheelchair wherever you go, everyone with this disease is prone to feeling isolated. What can we do?
BY ALISON DALE

42 Inner Conflict: The Fight to Regulate the Immune System in MS
With Tysabri in the news, now is a good time to step back and look at the progress that researchers are making in the race to decode the immune system’s secrets.
BY BERNICE SCHACTER, PHD
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The 2006 MS Walk and Bike: good news; Cuba Gooding, Jr., special envoy for MS Awareness; new endowed fund for research
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FDA approves Tysabri; AAN roundup; MedlinePlus launches magazine
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I-Can’t-Chew Cookbook; Multiple Sclerosis: 300 Tips for Making Life Easier
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25 fighting for changes
Society activists converge on Capitol Hill by Rochelle Kraut
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Many moves work in water by Nancy Chamberlayne, MEd
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MS, yoga, and me by Susan Dobrof
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How yoga might work by Allen C. Bowling, MD, PhD, and Tom Stewart, JD, PA-C
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Are you eligible for VA benefits? by Bill Pack

60 working it out
Easing the stress of injections by Allison Shadday
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… about heat sensitivity by Cara Nina Newton, MPH, MEd

70 on my mind
Society President & CEO Joyce Nelson is thinking about isolation
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